Rectangular hollow sections featuring high height-to-width (aspect) ratios have shown to offer improved ultimate capacity due to the effects of the interaction between the elements within the cross-section which are particularly significant for slender cross-sections (class 4) undergoing local buckling. The European design rules dealing with stainless steel, EN 1993-1-4 [1], utilises the concept of cross-section classification and the effective width method for the design of slender cross-sections susceptible to local buckling neglecting such interaction effects, hence resulting in conservative predictions. This paper examines the benefits of element interaction effects on cold-formed ferritic stainless steel compressed sections on the basis of carefully validated finite element models. Following parametric studies, the applicability of various alternative design approaches accounting for element interaction to ferritic stainless steel is assessed and effective width curves, as well as a Class 3 limiting slenderness equation, are derived herein as an explicit function of the aspect ratio. Comparisons with the loads achieved in the FE models have shown that the proposed effective width equations allowing for the benefits of element interaction improve capacity predictions making design more cost-effective.
Introduction
The increased material price of stainless steel has always discouraged its use in the construction industry. However, stainless steel's favourable properties may result in decreased expenditure through its life provided they are designed efficiently [2] . Thereby, a better understanding of their structural behaviour is essential to use stainless steel more wisely. Structural research programmes conducted across the world have caused a significant impact on usage of stainless steel in construction and design guidance development [3] . Notable experimental studies concerning local buckling response of hollow sections include [4] [5] [6] covering austenitic stainless steel and [7, 8] on high-strength stainless steel (highstrength austenitic and duplex stainless steel) among others. The nickel content of these NOTICE: this is the author's version of a work that was accepted for publication in <Structures>. Changes resulting from the publishing process, such as peer review, editing, corrections, structural formatting, and other quality control mechanisms may not be reflected in this document. Changes may have been made to this work since it was submitted for publication. A definitive version was subsequently published in STRUCTURES, [VOL 2, (JUNE 2015) ] DOI 10.1016/j.istruc.2015.02.003 grades, however, particularly affects their costs which lead to the investigation of more pricestable alternatives such as lean duplex grades [9] and ferritic grades [10] . The structural applications of this latter type of stainless steel have been recently investigated within a European Project framework and comprehensive design guidance for construction applications has been developed [11] . For the local buckling proposed design provisions, which were firstly based on numerical analyses [12, 13] , experimental research [14] was undertaken to provide further verification and is presented hereafter.
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the element interaction effects on cold-formed ferritic stainless steel sections comprising slender elements in compression. The sections taken into account were square and rectangular hollow sections (SHS and RHS, respectively). Owing to the cross-sectional shape of the former and when subjected to uniform compression, the four constituent plate elements are equally restrained to one another and simply supported conditions can be assumed at the interconnected boundaries between these plates. However, in a uniformly compressed RHS, the two short plate elements provide additional edge restraints to the longer elements and the boundary conditions tend towards fixed supports as the aspect ratio increases. These element interaction effects result in improved compression capacity and are particularly significant in RHS comprising slender elements. The benefits of such additional restraints are examined herein numerically by using the finite element model (FE) package ABAQUS. The results were used to assess the suitability and performance of various design methods that were developed or used for carbon steel and/or other stainless steel to ferritic stainless steel. These include the classic effective width method and Class 3 slenderness limit given in EN 1993-1-4 [1] and those revised by Gardner and Theofanous [15] , which neglect such interaction effects, as well as alternative design approaches that account for element interaction. For these latter methods, the Direct Strength Method (DSM) [16] developed by Schafer and adapted for stainless steel by Becque et al. [17] , the regression analysis method proposed by Kato [18] and modified by Theofanous and Gardner [19] , and the effective cross-section method proposed by Zhou et al. [20] were considered. One additional design approach worthy of mention, but not detailed here further as its potential is exploited for more complex cross-sections than those considered herein, is the Generalised Beam Theory (GBT) pioneered by Schardt in Germany [21] , extended by Davies in Britain [22, 23] and actively upgraded over the last years by Camotim and his colleagues in Portugal [24, 25] .
Finally, a modification is proposed so that the effective width method accounts for the benefits of element interaction by inserting the aspect ratio within both the reduction factor equation and the Class 3 limiting slenderness value. The proposed amendment is statistically validated following the guidelines given in Annex D of EN 1990 [26] and compared with existing test results to verify its applicability to all stainless steel families.
Numerical investigation 2.1 Modelled stub column tests
In order to numerically investigate the benefits of element interaction effects on ferritic stainless steel slender sections, and because of the limited available experimental data on the performance of this type of cross-sections, only the experimental investigation conducted by the authors on cold-formed ferritic stainless steel slender sections [14] is considered herein to develop and validate a comprehensive FE model using the FE package ABAQUS. Bock et al. [14] reported the results of 8 stub column tests performed on 4 different SHS and RHS (two repeated tests on each cross-section), including the measurements of such geometries and initial local imperfections w 0 , as given in Table 1 where L is the length of the specimen, H is the overall height, B is the overall width, t is the thickness, r i is the internal corner radius, is the aspect ratio and A is the gross cross-sectional area (see Fig. 1 ). Note that these tests were particularly suitable to validate the FE model owing to the various aspect ratios of the specimens. 
Fig. 1 Definition of symbols
Material properties were derived from coupon tests in [14] , including tensile flat and corner coupons. The formers were extracted from flat faces of the specimens whereas the latter were taken from the curved portions of each of the cross-sections to quantify the corner strength enhancements induced by the cold-forming process [27] .
Experimental observations in the corner regions [28] concluded that this enhanced strength extends into the flat regions by a distance equal to two times the material thickness. This remark has been used in previous numerical studies on other stainless steel grades [29, 30] and adopted herein. Measurements of residual stresses were not explicitly taken in [14] since they are inherently present (i.e. through-thickness residual stresses) in material properties extracted from cold-formed sections [4] and have shown little influence on the cross-sectional response [31] . The material properties determined in [14] are summarised in Table 2 for the four sections where the reported parameters are the Young's modulus E, the 0.01%, 0.05% and 0.2% proof stress 0.01 , 0.05 and 0.2 , respectively, and the ultimate stress u with its corresponding ultimate strain u . Table 3 gives the weighted average values based on face width and corner properties extended two times the thickness through the flat region for all the tested specimens while Table 4 shows the average material properties of all the flat and corner tensile coupon tests. These sets of material properties are used in the following sections to assess their influence on the numerical response. All the specimens were uniformly compressed between flat platens in an Instron 1000kN hydraulic testing machine which was driven by displacement control. The achieved test load N u,test and its corresponding specimen's end shortening u are given in Table 1 .
Finite element model
The FE analysis package ABAQUS was used to simulate the cross-sectional response of the 8 ferritic stainless steel compression SHS and RHS tested in [14] . The measured geometric properties given in Table 1 were used in the FE model, which was based on the centreline dimensions of the cross-sections h×b×r m (see Fig. 1 ). The geometry of all the specimens was discretized using the four-node general-purpose shell element with reduced integration S4R [32, 33] , including both flat parts and curved regions of the cross-sections. The geometry of these latter regions was approximated by 3 linear elements. The flat regions adjacent on either side of the corners, which are affected by the cold-forming process exhibiting enhanced strength, were discretized using two elements, each of them with size equal to the thickness of the cross-section. For the remainder flat portion, mesh studies were conducted to achieve accurate results while minimizing computational time obtaining a suitable mesh size of 8 × 8 mm.
Owing to the double symmetry of the geometry, boundary conditions, applied loads and observed failure modes in the experimental investigation [14] , only a quarter of the section with suitable boundary conditions applied along the symmetry axes was modelled to reduce computational cost. The full length of the stub column was modelled for all the crosssections. Both ends of the stub column were restrained in rotation (fixed) to model the rotational restriction provided by the flat platens that apply the compression force in the test [14] , in line with existing experimental and numerical investigations [9, 13, 20] . All displacements were also restrained at both ends apart from vertical displacement at the top loaded end, which was constrained using kinematic coupling to ensure uniform vertical compression represented by a vertical displacement applied to the reference point of the constraint.
An assessment of the influence of material properties on the structural response of the ferritic stainless steel stub column models was conducted by assigning various material properties to the different regions of the models. Three cases were considered: case I uses the material properties of each specimen, as given in Table 2 , assigning corner material properties to the corresponding corner regions of the models and to the adjacent flat region extended up to two times the thickness of the cross-section while assigning flat material properties to the remainder regions; case II assigns the weighted average material properties of each specimen, as given in Table 3 , to all the regions of the cross-section; and case III uses average material properties based on all the corner coupons and the flat coupons, as given in Table 4 , assigning the former to the corner regions of all the stub column models, including the extended adjacent flat region, and the latter to the remainder regions of all the stub column models. Each particular case of study enables the identification of various situations commonly assumed in numerical modelling. While case I represents the actual material properties of the cross-section, cases II and III correspond to theoretical assumptions and are particularly appropriate to assess the accuracy of the FE model for a theoretical material (e.g. the material adopted in further parametric studies). Despite the fact that case II represents an unrealistic pattern of the cross-sectional material properties, it is simpler to incorporate into the FE and may reduce the computational time associated with models assembled with different materials. This latter approach was used in previous numerical investigations on ferritic stainless steels and showed to accurately match test data [13] .
For each set of assumed material properties, the whole stress-strain response of ferritic stainless steel was simulated employing a compound version of the original Ramberg-Osgood material model [34] proposed by Mirambell and Real [35] , modified by Rasmussen [36] and given in Annex D of EN 1993-1-4 [1] in terms of a multi-linear curve with parameters given in Tables 2-4 . The elastic part of the multi-linear curve was described by measured Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio of 0.3 whereas the plastic part was incorporated into the FE converting the nominal (engineering) stress-strain curve into true stress and logarithmic plastic strain curve, as given by Eqs (1) and (2), respectively.
Initial geometric imperfections were incorporated into the FE models as the lowest local buckling mode shape. The shape was determined through a linear eigenvalue buckling analyses and the ampli tude was limi ted to a certain magni tude. In order to assess the influence of such limiting magnitudes on the structural response, two local imperfection amplitudes were considered: the maximum measured local imperfection w 0 reported in Table  1 and the value derived from the predictive model [37, 29] of Eq. (3), where t is the plate thickness, 0.2 is the material 0.2% proof stress and cr is the elastic buckling stress of the cross-section plate elements assuming simply supported conditions. The modified Riks method was used for the geometrically and materially nonlinear analyses to determine the load-end shortening response and failure modes of all the stub column models.
Validation of the numerical model
The obtained ultimate numerical loads N u.num and corresponding end shortenings u,num of the specimens are compared with the test counterparts N u,test and u,test reported in [14] to assess the sensitivity of the FE model to different some key modelling parameters and the precision to reproduce the actual structural response. The comparisons are given in Table 5 where the influence of the two imperfection amplitudes on the numerical response for the studied cases with different material properties (cases I, II and III) is presented. The results show that for case I, the numerical model better matches the actual structural behaviour when the measured imperfection amplitude is used with normalised mean test to numerical ratios of 1.00 and small coefficient of variation (COV) of 0.03. The ultimate end shortening displacement is less precise due to the slender nature of the modelled crosssections, yet acceptably predicted. This is because the cross-sections considered herein for the validation of the numerical model have a slenderness displaying the maximum imperfection sensitivity which affects the results in form of displacements. Excellent good agreement is also observed between test and numerical results for the imperfection amplitude given by Eq. (3) thereby reflecting the accuracy of its predictions. All the models generated in case I failed by local buckling at mid height as shown in Fig. 2 where it is observed that the numerical model successfully replicates structural behaviour. Hence, on the basis of this comparison, the suitability of the predictive model for the imperfection amplitude given in Eq. (3) was assessed for cases II and III. The results given in Table 5 show the reliability of the numerical model for this imperfection amplitude with normalised mean values of 1.01 and 1.01, and COV of 0.03 and 0.02 for case II and III, respectively. Given their accuracy, both approaches could be used in further parametric studies but it is believed that case III provides the models with more realistic material properties. Recall that this case differentiates the material properties of the flat portions and the corners of the cross-section while case II incorporates uniform cross-sectional material properties based on weighted average estimation. Thereby, an approach based on case III material properties and imperfection amplitude predicted by Eq. (3) was used in the parametric study.
Fig. 2 Comparison between test and FE failure mode for specimen 60×60×2-SC1
The full load-displacement curves predicted by this approach together with the experimental curves are compared in Figs 3 and 4 for the first (SC1) and second (SC2) set of test results, respectively, on a normalised basis by the yield resistance of the gross cross-section A 0.2 . Note that all specimens have failed prior to the attainment of the yield resistance due to their slender nature. 
Parametric studies
Once the FE model was found to reasonably depict the behaviour, parametric studies were performed for the extrapolation of the test data to investigate the effects of element interaction in square and rectangular sections comprising slender elements and assess the applicability of various approaches [1, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] for the treatment of local buckling to ferritic stainless steel.
The cross-sections under consideration were 3 SHS and 9 RHS with aspect ratios ranging from 1 to 4. The cross-section geometry of the RHS was carefully taken so that the most slender elements, either the webs or the flanges, are Class 4 and the remainder elements are Class 3 or better. This enables to determine the actual effective area of the cross-section as only the areas of either the webs or the flanges are reduced by local buckling effects. Therefore, the cross-section geometries were (h×b): 60×60, 80×80 and 100×100 for the SHS; and 100×80, 80×60, 80×50, 100×60, 80×40, 100×50, 100×40, 120×40 and 160×40. The thickness was varied between 6 and 1 mm for the 160×40 cross-sections, between 4 and 1 for the 120×40 cross-sections, between 3.5 and 1 for the 100×40 and 100×50 cross-sections, and between 3 and 1 for the remaining cross-sections thereby covering a spectrum of slendernesses defined by the parameter c/t from 24.6 to 236.6, where c is the flat width of the cross-section plate element, t is the thickness and =[(235/ 0.2 )(E/210000)] 0.5 . The length of all the models was set equal to three times the largest cross-section dimension as recommended in EN 1993-1-3 [38] . The material properties adopted are given in Table 4 , which were appropriately assigned to the different regions of the models as discussed above, and the local imperfection amplitude was predicted through Eq. (3). A total number of 124 models were generated.
Methods for cross-section design and discussion of results

General
In the following sub-sections, the obtained numerical results are used to assess the applicability of available design approaches for cross-section design that were developed for carbon steel and/or other stainless steel to ferritic stainless steel. Various methods have been considered: methods based on effective width theory and cross-section classification concept which neglect interaction effects and include the approach given in EN 1993-1-4 [1] and revised by Gardner and Theofanous [15] ; the regression analysis method proposed by Kato [18] and modified by Theofanous and Gardner [19] which explicitly compute the local buckling resistance and allow for element interaction; and methods based on gross crosssection that also allow element interaction including the Direct Strength Method (DSM) developed by Schafer [16] and adapted for stainless steel by Becque et al. [17] and the effective cross-section method proposed by Zhou et al. [20] . These design approaches are first outlined and their performance and application to ferritic stainless steel is assessed thereafter. A comparison of the predicted cross-section resistances by those methods is given and discussed. For the various appraisals, all partial safety factors were set to unity to allow a direct comparison between predicted N u,pred and numerical loads achieved in the models N u,num . , is compared with limiting slenderness values and placed into four discrete behavioural classes (Class 1 to 4) and the whole cross-section adopts the behaviour of the most unfavorable (slender) plate element. These slenderness limits depend on the nature of the cross-section, the type of the plate elements (internal elements or outstand flanges) and their stress gradient. The Class 3 limiting value marks the boundary between fully effective or stocky cross-sections (Class 1 to 3) and those that lose effectiveness due to local buckling effects (Class 4). The cross-sectional design of Class 4 or slender cross-sections is dealt with the effective width method which applies a reduction factor to determine the effective widths of the individual plate elements. Eqs (4) and (5) provide the current expression of this reduction factor for internal elements given in EN 1993-1-4 [1] and the one revised by Gardner and Theofanous [15] , respectively, where
Available design provisions
is the non-dimensional plate slenderness. This parameter requires the elastic buckling stress cr of the most slender constituent plate element for its computation which can be determined by using the classical analytical expressions for individual plates = ( ) 12( ) as given by EN 1993-1-5 [39] . The stress distribution of the plate element is considered through the buckling factor k which assumes simply supported conditions at the plate edges thereby neglecting the above mentioned element interaction effects in RHS. k is taken as 4.0 for internal elements in compression.
The application limit of the effective width method is established setting the reduction factor to unity and deducting the non-dimensional slenderness . The resulting boundaries are given in Eqs (4) and (5) for the approaches under consideration which can also be expressed in terms of the slenderness parameter through c/t =56.8 to define the Class 3 slenderness limiting value. Hence, for internal elements in compression, EN 1993-1-4 [1] establishes a Class 3 slenderness limit of 30.7 while the revised equation by Gardner and Theofanous [15] sets a less restrictive value of 37. It should be mentioned that this revised equation for proposed in [15] as given by Eq. (5) has been considered in the present study as it showed to improve cross-section resistance predictions [14] . 
The cross-sectional properties are determined for the effective cross-section and a simple bilinear elastic-perfectly plastic stress strain material model is assumed with attainable maximum stresses of 0.2 . This simplification, which is a merely adoption of the structural carbon steel material response deviates of the actual stress-strain behaviour of stainless steel which display considerable strain hardening and might lead to over-conservative predictions especially for stocky cross-sections where failure occurs at stress levels beyond 0.2 . Unlike slender sections, where local buckling occurs prior to yielding, the effects of element interaction are of little significance in stocky cross-sections since material strain hardening strongly influences and controls their structural response. Exploitation of the material strain hardening properties has been examined elsewhere [40, 13] .
Although EN 1993-1-4 [1] currently includes three ferritic grades (1.4003, 1.4016 and 1.4512), the applicability of the cross-section design provisions for the treatment of local buckling is yet to be validated. This has been performed in existing investigations [13, 14] and extended herein for cross-sections with different aspect ratios.
The regression analysis design method
The regression analysis design method was firstly proposed by Kato [18, 41] while examining the flange-web interaction and the material strain hardening influence on the rotation capacity response. Through regression analysis of available test data on stub columns, it was proposed a semi-empiric design method to determine the normalised local b u c kl i n g s tr e n g th i n te r m s of th e 0.2 LB r a ti o , u p on w h i ch t o b a s e r ota ti on c a p a ci ty predictions. The general form of this equation is given by Eq. (6), where LB =N u A is the maximum compressive stress and f and w are slenderness parameters of the flange and the web respectively, and A, B and C are coefficients to fit in with data. This approach allows for both element interaction effects and material strain hardening, and its versatility led to the adaptation of the method to cover various materials and types of loading including carbon and high strength steel I-section beams in flexure [42, 43] as well as stainless steel crosssections in compression. This latter adaptation was performed by Theofanous and Gardner [19] , where regression analyses of numerical data on austenitic and duplex stainless steels compressed RHS resulted in the expression given in Eq. (7) where , and , are the flange and the web non-dimensional slenderness, respectively. The suitability of this method for application to ferritic stainless steel needs to be verified.
. = 0.53 + 0.1 , + 0.6 ,
The direct strength method (DSM)
Slender cross-sections are well-established construction products that offer optimum dimensions to suit structural requirements. Due to the resulting optimised cross-section geometry, which often involves the usage of edge and/or intermediate stiffeners, leads the designers to deal with complex failure modes and interaction effects thereof. The direct strength method (DSM) has been pioneered by Schafer [16] and is based upon the idea that the reduction factor due to an instability related failure mode and hence the strength of a member can be determined on the basis of the relevant elastic critical buckling stresses for the instability modes considered and the yield stress. A specific piece of software based on the constrained Finite Strip Method named CUFSM [44] and analytical methods for the full cross-section [45] have been developed to determine the elastic buckling stresses. Their usage within the DSM is not mandatory but highly recommended to account for the non-linear behaviour of cold-formed steel members and exploit the potential of the DSM. The DSM was adopted in the North American AISI S100-12 [46] design rules and the Australian AS/NZS 4600 [47] specifications for cold-formed steel as an alternative design approach for crosssection and beam design of structural steel when the effective width method turns into tedious calculations owing to the complexity of the geometry of the cross-section.
Investigation towards the adaptation of the DSM for stainless steel was performed by Becque et al. [17] , where direct strength curves for flexural, torsional and flexural-torsional buckling were derived based on a database of experimental and numerical studies on stainless steel SHS, RHS, I-section and lipped channel sections. The DSM curve considered in the present paper for local buckling design is the proposed curve by Becque et al. [17] for flexural buckling given in Eq. (8) where = .
, is the non-dimensional slenderness of the cross-section computed by using the open source software CUFSM to determine the elastic critical stress of the cross-section , . The cross-section resistance is therefore determined multiplying this reduction factor by the yield resistance A 0.2 . Note that the DSM also limits the 0.2% proof stress as the maximum attainable stress thereby neglecting the strain hardening effects. Moreover, the method turns into conservative predictions for very slender cross-sections since the cross-section is treated as a single element assuming that if a small slender element locally buckles, the whole cross-section undergoes local buckling. Its performance for design of ferritic stainless steel slender SHS and RHS is assessed in the present study. 
The effective cross-section method
The underlying concept of the effective cross-section method proposed by Zhou et al. [20] steams from the same principles of the effective width method in terms of cross-section classification deducting the ineffective areas of the cross-section due to local buckling effects. What differentiates the method is that the reduction factor given in Eq. (9) is applied to the gross cross-sectional area instead of to the individual plate elements. Moreover, this design method incorporates a function ) of the aspect ratio , thus considering element interaction effects explicitly as given by Eq. (10). The non-dimensional slenderness is determined in the same way as within the effective width method. In order to ensure continuity with this reduction factor , Zhou et al. [20] also derived a Class 3 slenderness limit function of the aspect ratio as given by Eq. (11) . The coefficients of Eqs (9-11) were determined through regression analyses of numerical data on high strength stainless steel compressed SHS and RHS and the method applies when 1 6, 448 0.2 707 MPa and 27.3 c/t 91 (or 0.48 1.6). The suitability of this method for application to ferritic stainless steel was first experimentally examined in [14] where it was stated the necessity to undertake further research on this topic and this is conducted herein. , where N u,num is the ultimate load achieved in the numerical models, 0.2 is the 0.2% proof stress, A r is the area of the corners, t is the thickness and c f and c w are the flat portion of the flange and the web, respectively, is plotted against the non-dimensional slenderness of the element controlling local buckling behaviour in Fig. 5 where the trends of the numerical results for varying aspect ratios =h/b are shown. The corresponding effective width equation given in EN 1993-1-4 [1] and proposed in [15] are also depicted. In Fig. 5 it is observed that the trends of the numerical results for >1 (RHS) display higher values for the reduction factor to their SHS ( =1) counterparts of equal non-dimensional slenderness reflecting the higher level of restraint of the slender plate elements provided by the narrow parts of the cross-section. The trends corresponding to the various RHS curves converge towards the SHS curve at higher slenderness values for higher aspect ratios reflecting the plate slenderness up to which the effects of element interaction are beneficial for the various aspect ratios. Fig. 5 also shows that the effective width equation for internal compressed elements given in EN 1993-1-4 [1] is safe for application to ferritic stainless steel, though the expression proposed by Gardner and Theofanous [15] falls closer to the numerical data thereby leading to improved crosssection resistance predictions. 
Regression analysis method
The appraisal of the equation proposed in [19] and given by Eq. (7) is shown in Fig. 6 in terms of normalised ultimate load by the yield resistance A 0.2 . The results show that the proposed equation to allow for element interaction effects for austenitic and duplex stainless steels [19] is applicable to ferritic stainless steel providing fairly appropriate predictions. A maximum unsafe discrepancy of 3%, yet acceptable, is observed for SHS between the predicted values and the limiting partial safety factor line of M0 =1.1, which is the value recommended in EN 1993-1-4 [1] , for the points falling below this line as shown in Fig. 6 . Fig. 6 Comparison between numerical and predicted resistances for the regression analysis method [19] 
Methods based on gross cross-section
The methods assessed herein are the DSM for stainless steel [17] and the effective crosssection method proposed by Zhou et al. [20] . The ultimate numerical load normalised by the squash load has been plotted against the non-dimensional cross-section slenderness determined by using the CUFSM for the former approach and the slenderness of the most slender plate for the latter method in Figs 7 and 8 , respectively. The results depicted in Fig. 7 show that the DSM [17] curve falls below the numerical results thereby providing safe predictions for ferritic stainless steel, though the method is slightly conservative for the RHS as their trend line follows a different path for values higher than 1.18 of that displayed by the SHS which closely follows the DSM curve. Fig. 8 shows that the curves proposed by Zhou et al. [20] better match the numerical results for 2.11 but might provide optimistic results when >2.11. This is associated with the application limit of the method in terms of which was set out as 0.48 1.6. Note that despite this, the method provides safe predictions for the numerical data falling between 1.6 2.11. In assessing the suitability of the Class 3 slenderness limits as a function of the aspect ratio proposed by Zhou et al. [20] for application to ferritic stainless steel, the normalised ultimate numerical load has been plotted against the slenderness parameter c/t of the most slender constituent plate element in Fig. 9 , together with the Class 3 limit given in EN 1993-1-4 [1] Gardner and Theofanous [15] for comparison purposes. From Fig. 9 , it is observed good agreement between the numerical data and the various slenderness limiting values related to their corresponding aspect ratios. Hence, it can be concluded that Zhou et al. [20] approach is suitable for the design of ferritic stainless steel cross-sections when 2.11 but provides optimistic predictions when >2.11. Fig. 7 Performance of the DSM [17] when applied to ferritic stainless steel 
Discussion
Overall, all the methods assessed along the previous sub-sections showed safe predictions for application to ferritic stainless steel. This is summarized in Table 6 where the mean predictions and coefficient of variation (COV) of the various design approaches relative to the numerical results are given. This table provides the results for various sets of data where only those cross-sections failing prior to the attainment of the yield resistance (N u,num <A 0.2 ) were considered to enable a more representative comparison among the various methods. The results show that the most accurate mean predictions are provided by the regression analysis method adapted for stainless steel by Theofanous and Gardner [19] with mean values of 1.004, though the method is too optimistic for SHS. For the DSM, it is observed that the method performs better for SHS than for RHS on a mean basis, although conversely the method shoul d perf orm similarly f or both ty pes of cross-secti ons. Recall that the RHS modelled herein comprise very slender elements which particularly affect DSM predictions and do not allow the potential of this design approach to be highlighted. Table 6 also shows the significant improvement proposed by Gardner and Theofanous [15] for the effective width equation given in EN 1993-1-4 [1] , though it is not as accurate as the proposed method by Zhou et al. [20] . Hence, building on the proposed curve by Gardner and Theofanous [15] which is in line with the essence of the effective width theory currently employed in EN 1993-1-4 [1] for cross-section design, a revised expression explicitly accounting for element interaction is proposed in the present study to bring this design approach to the same level of these alternative design methods considering such interaction effects. 
Proposed design approach allowing for the benefits of element interaction
A new design approach is developed herein based on the cross-section classification concept and the effective width theory so as to explicitly account for the benefits of interaction effects. The method adopts the Class 3 slenderness limit of 37 and effective width equation given in Eq. (5) proposed by Gardner and Theofanous [15] and seeks appropriate functions of the aspect ratio to incorporate into them.
Development of the Class 3 limit as a function of the aspect ratio
To start with, the numerical results from the parametric study were used to generate analytical equations following the generalised Winter based function =A/ . These equations are shown in Fig. 10 for the various aspect ratios and were fit through a process of least squares regression exhibiting R 2 coefficient values around 0.99. The non-dimensional slenderness values providing reduction factors of =1 were deducted thereafter and expressed in terms of the slenderness parameter c/t , as given in Table 7 . Recall that the relationship between and c/t is determined by the expression c/t =56.8 . The slenderness parameter c/t has been plotted against the aspect ratio in Fig. 11 where the continuous line, which was generated through a process of least squares regression, depicts the proposed Class 3 limit expression incorporating the aspect ratio as given by Eq. (12). In Fig. 11 , note that this proposed equation resembles that proposed by Zhou et al. [20] for high strength steel which has been validated in the present study for application to ferritic stainless steel. Fig. 11 Relationship between the Class 3 limit and the aspect ratio
Incorporation of the aspect ratio within the reduction factor
The values of the coefficients A and B for the various curves generated in Fig. 10 are plotted against the corresponding aspect ratio of the curve in Fig. 12 so as to derive appropriate equations as a function of the aspect ratio for the parameters A and B of the generalised Winter based function =A/ . The equations for such coefficients are depicted in Fig. 11 and incorporated within the effective width equation proposed by Gardner and Theofanous [15] . This results in the proposed equation for cross-section design allowing for the benefits of element interaction given in Eq. (13). 
Reliability analysis
The proposed effective width equation accounting for the benefits of element interaction given in Eq. (13) is statistically validated in this section following guidelines of Annex D of EN 1990 [26] . The results are shown in Table 8 
Applicability of the method to the generated models and other stainless steel
The predictions of the proposed design method are given together with those of the EN 1993-1-4 in Fig. 13 for the generated FE models and existing test results collected from the literature [5-8, 10, 14] on various stainless steel. Only Class 4 cross-sections with aspect ratios over 1 were considered for both sets of data to enable a better assessment of the proposed design approach. This necessary consideration resulted in a significant reduction of the available number of data in the test set, though the amount of data is still representative enough to validate the proposed approach on an experimental results basis. In Fig. 13 it is observed a reduction in scatter and translation of the points downwards reflecting a decreasing mean with all the values for both sets of data falling on the safe side. Table 9 shows the predicted resistances on the basis of mean and COV relative to the numerical or test results. In Table 9 , the predictions of the proposed equation by Gardner and Theofanous [15] were also considered. The results show that the proposed effective width equation accounting for element interaction achieves better predictions than current EN 1993-1-4 [1] and proposed effective width equation in [15] reducing mean and scatter, hence leading to a more efficient design and allowing to confirm its applicability to any stainless steel grade. Fig. 13 Comparison between EN 1993-1-4 and proposed effective width equation for collected tests and generated numerical models
Conclusions
The effects of element interaction on cold-formed ferritic stainless steel sections (SHS and RHS) have been studied herein on the basis of a comprehensive FE model using ABAQUS. Upon benchmarking the FE models against existing tests and having assessed their sensitivity to some key input parameters including material properties and initial local imperfections, parametric studies were performed. The obtained numerical results were used to derive Winter-based equations allowing for the benefits of element interaction effects and to assess various design methods for the treatment of local buckling in ferritic stainless steel crosssection. Two types of design approaches were considered for the assessment: design methods accounting for element interaction effects and those neglecting these effects. The current effective width equation for compressed internal elements given in EN 1993-1-4 [1] and that proposed in Gardner and Theofanous [15] , which fall in the latter group, provided conservative results in comparison with the design methods making allowance for the benefits of interaction effects. This included the regression analysis method adapted for austenitic and duplex stainless steel by Theofanous and Gardner [19] , the direct strength curves derived by Becque et al. for stainless steel [17] and the effective cross-section method proposed by Zhou et al. for application to high strength steel [20] . The assessment of the applicability of these methods to ferritic stainless steel showed good agreement with the numerical loads achieved in the FE models providing a better representation of the results in comparison with EN 1993-1-4 [1] and [15] . Hence, the effective width equation proposed in [15] was adapted to explicitly capture the benefits of element interaction effects to amend this design method. A new Class 3 slenderness limit equation incorporating those benefits was also set out herein. The proposed design equation was statistically validated and assessed against the loads achieved in the FE models and collected tests from the literature on various stainless steel. The results showed that the proposed design method is applicable to any stainless steel and significantly improves cross-section capacity predictions and reduces scatter, thereby providing a more accurate and cost saving design. For this reason, and in order to further validate the applicability of the proposed design method to all stainless steel on a larger test data basis, further experimental investigation on the structural response of stainless steel slender sections featuring different aspect ratios is required. 
